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Chapter 1
Introduction

“The poor stay poor, not because they are lazy but because they have no access to capital.”
-

Milton Friedman

Poor people remain poor whenever the scope for growing income or wealth at a very fast rate is
limited for those who have too little to invest but expands dramatically for everyone who can afford
to invest a bit more. The billion people in the world today living on less than $1.25 a day are mostly
stuck on the wrong side of the S-shaped poverty trap curve1(Banerjee & Duflo 2011). With a little
push they can make it to the other side where a little investment can result in greater returns helping
them escape the trap once and for all. This is where the task of delivering affordable credit to the
poor becomes important. Interventions in this regard have given way to modern microcredit which
is expanding at an unprecedented rate with 195 million borrowers worldwide (according to
Microcredit Summit 2011).

1

In their book Poor Economics, A.V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo explain poverty traps by plotting future wealth
against present wealth. The diagonal line depicts where today’s wealth equals tomorrow’s wealth. People whose
present wealth falls below the diagonal line grow progressively poorer by time. Those whose present wealth lies
above the line grow richer with time. The crucial bit is to give people falling in the lower half enough resources so
that they can push themselves onto the upper portion of the ‘S’.
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1.1 Context
Dr. Mohammad Yunus, the founding father of microfinance, was of the view that the poor are poor
not because of a lack of skills but because of lack of access to credit. Once they are given the
power to explore their respective capabilities, they can lift themselves out of poverty. His vision,
first formulated as the Grameen Bank in 1976 has now been recognized as a legitimate way to
fight global poverty through similar institutions. One of the many virtues of this system is that
pioneering models grew from experiments based on low-income countries like Bolivia and
Bangladesh rather than adaptations of standard banking models in developed countries. (Morduch
& Armendariz 2010)
Microcredit institutions have evolved as a result of innovations trying to bridge the gap created by
the formal banking sector in meeting the financial needs of the poor. A survey conducted in rural
Udaipur found that although 2/3rds of the population are debtors, only 6.4% of the debtors and
taken a loan from a formal source (Banerjee & Duflo 2011) . They observed a similar pattern
among the poor in urban Hyderabad. Another interesting finding was that loans are cheaper for the
rich than for the poor due to the built in cost of monitoring and default of extending the loan to a
person with little or no collateral. Defaulting on formal loans was found to be not uncommon
among the poor. Adding to this the factors of political bottlenecks and start up expenses, it was
quite impossible for the organized banking sector to capitalize on the large market provided by
poor borrowers who were willing to pay interests of 40% to 200% to informal money-lenders.
Microfinance institutions (MFIs) offer lower interest rates than local money-lenders and are
willing to lend to people who have no previous connections with the formal financial system.
Although MFIs, unlike money-lenders, lend to anyone who lives in their coverage area and meets
a certain set of simple criteria, like money-lenders they have very low default rates.

1.2 Group Lending
From the above arguments it is quite clear that lending to the poor is inhibitively expensive. The
most effective way by which early MFIs like BRAC, Grameen Bank, etc. have been able to cut
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down costs is through the system of group lending. The borrowers are formed into groups so that
group members are jointly liable for each others’ loans. It is the responsibility of the members to
monitor each other and pay up on behalf of delinquent individuals. Group members have better
information about one another than does the financial institution. They may be better able to punish
defaulters. Also, no member would like to be exposed as a defaulter in the group. Being a part of
a group also changes preferences. Groups may foster close ties among individuals so that they are
more generous about others (Banerjee 2013). Group liability hence helps to lower the cost of
extending loans and thereby interest rates. While no such difference in default rates have been
observed between group and individual loans as the latter are almost always collateralized and
more strictly monitored, group loans seem to be a cheaper option for borrowers and a safer one for
lenders.

1.3 Co-operative Credit Societies and Self -Help Groups (SHGs)
The International Co-operative Alliance (ICA) defines a co-operative as an autonomous
association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs
and aspirations through a jointly owned and democratically controlled enterprise. The present
paper focuses on the economic aspects of forming a co-operative, specifically through credit
instruments.
Co-operatives help people pool their financial and human resources to form capital and take up
ventures which they would have otherwise been unable to do on their own. This structure helps
hone leadership and problem-solving skills so that people come to rely on themselves more than
on the government. They create local jobs, foster more investment within the local community and
help in overall development of the members of the society through training and education (Zeuli
& Cropp 2004).
S Galab and N Chadrasekhar Rao - in their paper, ‘Women’s Self Help Group, Poverty Alleviation
and Empowerment’, discuss how organizing women into credit services is an important way to
alleviate poverty and empower women (Rao & Galab 2015). They mention various programmes
like DWCRA, APDPIP etc to state their point. They attach three dimensions to the issue of women
empowerment, – ‘power to’, ‘power with’ and ‘power within’. The power to dimension indicate
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the power of women to control their lives, power to survive, control over their labour, access and
control over resources, freedom to move and interact, access to leadership positions, control over
body. ‘Power with’ dimension indicates their collective power to negotiate their gender, caste,
class and other interests vis- a- vis institutions of the state, market and the community. This
includes collective intervention in the institution of family, community, market organization, state
including statutory local bodies. The third dimension indicates strategic gender awareness. An
indicator of this dimension at the individual level is the ability of women to challenge gender
related attitudes and social norms in their own personal lives. Another indicator could be how
others perceive women, their confidence, assertiveness and independence. They see social
mobilization as an institutional mechanism to mobilize poor into self-help groups for their
collective empowerment at a grass root level.
Kondal (2014) argues that Self Help Groups play a significant role in the economic empowerment
of women and improve their lives on various social components. Being members of SHGs help
women to grow their savings and get better access to credit. Being members of SHGs also
empower them to participate in village affairs and stand for elections to address social issues.
SHGs focus on capacity building of women and develop their dialoguing skills with other
institutions. They promote entrepreneurial pursuits among women.
Merely joining the SHG may not contribute to greater empowerment among women (Lavoori et
al. 2014). The process of empowerment takes time and is continuous. Having access to credit via
such cooperatives do lead to economic empowerment and a greater decision making power within
the household but this may be a slow process. Any increase of income by the women after joining
the SHG will have a positive impact on her decision making power compared to a household where
the man is the only breadwinner in the family. In a family with lower income, most decisions are
enforced to meet the basic needs wherein the role of the women in decision making is very limited.
Households with higher income see women playing a greater role in decision making. Meeting
and awareness programmes arranged by SHGs play a significant role. It becomes a platform where
women could share their experiences and learn about various issues. Women have to be
encouraged to take part in such initiatives. Participation and decision making by women members
are positively influenced by family size, income of individual members and their husbands,
meetings attended by members. SHG training programmes, increase in the amount of loan given,
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ensuring effective utilization of loan may be seen as important steps to improve women
empowerment.

1.4 Beyond Credit
Microfinance institutions aim to develop societies as a whole by providing easy access to credit
and they have, from the very beginning, concentrated on the more marginalized group among the
poor, i.e., women. There is a mutual relationship between empowerment of women and
development. Economic empowerment of women lets them access the fruits of developmenthealth, education, earning opportunities, rights and political participation. It is instrumental in
bridging the inequality between men and women (Duflo 2012). Hence, empowerment of women
is a prerequisite for development as a whole.
The process of empowerment, especially those of women is a complex a multidimensional process.
In general, it may be seen as the process of increasing the capacity of individuals or groups to
make choices and to transform those choices into desired actions and outcomes. The concept was
introduced at the International Women’s Conference at Nairobi in 1985 where it was defined as
the redistribution of social power and control of resources in the favour of women. It is process of
challenging existing power relations and of gaining greater control over the sources of power. It is
a multi-faceted process that includes awareness and a greater access and control over resources.
Women empowerment involves an increase in the strength of women which includes spiritual,
political, economic and social dimensions. Women empowerment occurs when women manage to
achieve increased control and participation in decision making that leads to better access to
resources and also developing a sense of confidence on their own abilities. Self help groups are
seen as important instruments in alleviating rural poverty and uplifting rural women thereby
empowering them.
Women not only need credit more urgently than men but they have better repayment rates than
men (Morduch & Armendariz 2010). It has also been found that an increase in women’s earnings
translate into greater expenditure for meeting family needs than an increase in men’s earnings.
Improving women’s access to credit also helps in decreasing the mortality rate and increasing
literacy rates. Studies show while initially men were the primary borrowers of credit from MFIs,
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women make up 70% of the debtors today. Although there has always been a focus on the
dimension of gender in microfinance, there is a lot more to be done.

1.5 Limited Impact
Onyuma and Shem (2005) provide a critical account of the SHG and their impact on lives of rural
poor. Claims made on the success of SHGs do not take into account the structural issues that
concern long term problems faced by rural poor. These include the agrarian reform programmes
that favour export production that are male dominated over subsistence production which is female
dominated. There is very little socio economic cross cultural comparative studies based on how
micro lending programmes provide solutions to problems faced by rural women. Impact based
studies are seldom undertaken for the reason that they may be complicated, time consuming and
costly. In reality these programmes hardly reach the poorest section. The impact of micro lending
programmes impact women differently, women coming from different social backgrounds,
engaged in different productive activities. Even within a particular group, there may be
considerable differences between members. Micro lending institutions may very often charge
extremely high interest for the loans they give. Micro lending programmes benefit mostly those
who are above poverty line rather than those below it (Onyuma & Shem 2005).
If micro lending programmes that aim at empowering women should do so in three ways, first –
providing independent source of income for women and reducing their economic dependence of
their husband and increase their income. Women must be exposed to new ideas values and social
support that make women aware of their rights. Finally finding ways to increase women’s control
over material resources and enhancing their status within the family thereby increasing their interspouse consultation.
Most literature available provides a positive picture in terms of how self-help groups enhance
women empowerment. What must be kept in mind is that such programmes or groups cannot do
away with patriarchal systems of control at household and community level. Negative effects could
include greater workload for women and higher social pressure on women to ensure repayment of
loans. Sometimes women may even pass on their micro loans to male members of the family that
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may give them very little control over their control. They may seek loans for businesses that they
may not start or understand that may be eventually headed by their male counterpart. Greater
autonomy of the women may lead to a withdrawal of support by the husband who may demand an
end to such enterprises.

1.6 The Indian Context
The Grameen Bank experiment, having been successful in Bangladesh, found in India a fertile
ground to expound its effectiveness further. India houses about one-third of the world’s poor and
87% of the poorest households lack access to credit. Although MFIs have existed in India in some
form or the other since the ‘70s, supply of microcredit pales in comparison to the present demand
for it. India has one of the fastest growing MFI sectors in the world. Over a thousand MFIs are
operating in India and have managed to reach 234 of the 331 poorest districts as identified by the
government. Of the 55 million people in India that MFIs cater to, 90% are women.
In the journal titled ‘Self-help Groups Revolution: What Next?’ by Jairam Ramesh, he mentions
how women SHGs got a separate identity in 1992 under the leadership of the Reserve Bank of
India and the National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development. (NABARD) (Ramesh 2015).
SHGs have been known to play a wide variety of roles that provide livelihood security for the
poor. It acts as an institution of social capital. They had developed mostly in the state of Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Karnataka but states like West Bengal, Orissa and Assam also
have considerable SHG activities now.
A study conducted in the Medak district of Andhra Pradesh and concluded that SHGs did play a
positive role in empowering women by making them financially self-dependent.(Kondal 2014)
They created a sense of confidence among women by making them self-reliant. Women were more
aware about various loan related schemes and policies. Narang (2012) in her work on Self Help
Group as an effective approach to women empowerment in India upheld that SHGs had emerged
as a powerful tool to alleviate poverty and empower women in rural India. Women have managed
to increase their assets, income and employment opportunities, they have enhanced their status as
participants in decision making and beneficiaries in democratic, economic, social and cultural
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sphere of life. SHGs were seen as bringing group consciousness among female members; women
get a sense of public participation, engage more in social activities. Real empowerment would thus
occur only when women have access to economic resources. They are more confident and selfmotivated, when they participate in taking decisions pertaining to family. It is a gradual process
where women will have to play a proactive role for their own development.
Self-help groups encourage women to take up independent non-agricultural work by providing
them with financial assistance which is necessary but not sufficient. They need to be provided with
a wide range of related services, training and awareness about such credit services. The share of
women in decision making regarding domestic matters varied across region and caste groups.
Illiteracy could also be reduced through proper implementation of programmes that self-help
groups promote. The primary focus of self-help groups have been skill development, awareness
generation, providing credit for micro enterprise projects for economically deprived section of
women. They found that the socio economic condition of women had changed after joining SHG
but they could make a considerable amount of saving only after a long time of association with
such SHGs.
The present study tries to assess the functioning of one such co-operative credit society exclusively
for women based in Bansihari block of Dakshin Dinajpur, West Bengal.

1.7 Alo Mahila Co-operative Credit Society Limited

Background
Alo started its work on and from 8th May, 2015 with the purpose of encouraging women to save
and to be able to avail loans. Women who happen to be permanent residents of the area under
Bankshihari police station could be members of this Cooperative. At present it has around 1000
women members. Alo Mahila Credit Cooperative Society is predominantly run by women who
were provided with training to be able to manage the cooperative on their own. It provides women
with small loans. The Self Help groups under the cooperative can take loans at a very low rate of
interest. The Cooperative arranges for awareness programmes and provides training to the women
members.
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The marketing strategy of Alo mahila credit cooperative is their brand name ( Alo ), brand colour
(Deep brown) and catchy slogan (Narishaktir Alo , ghoreghorej Alo ). There are 17 board members
in the Alo Mahila Credit Cooperative Society. Number of general members in this society is about
1035. There are 30 SHGs under Alo cooperative. Alo is the first womens’ cooperative to start using
banking software and it collects deposits with handheld machines using the same. Its inauguration
day is observed through road rally on 9th May each year.
The basic requirements to form an SHG under Alo cooperative are:


An SHG should comprise a minimum of 10-15 members.



Each member should buy a minimum of two shares of hundred rupees each and pay
joining fees of twenty rupees.



Regulation book, meeting book has to be bought for hundred rupees.



Regulation has to be formed and leader has to be elected in front of SHG supervisor in
their place of meeting.



After getting seal, they have to go to the bank and get registered with the approval of the
chairman.



Each member has to be a member of Alo



They must have an identity proof.

It is to be noted that the time of interview, Mohua Chakroborty, one of the board members of Alo
said that the members of the SHG should belong to same class and caste.
Membership is provided based on the following criteria:


Admission fee of twenty rupees must be paid.



Minimum of two hundred rupees worth of shares have to be bought.



Must be a resident of Banshihari block.



Members are given the right to take part in General Meetings and have rights in profit
and loss of bank.

Aruna Bhattacharya, the chairperson of Alo cooperative said that five members are working since
the cooperative started and their service is free and voluntary.
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1.7.1Functioning
Loan Lending Criteria
The lending criteria are different for individual Alo members and Alo-SHG members. For
individual Alo members the maximum loan amount is stipulated to be Rs. 30000. Also, a
guarantor’s signature is mandatory for loan sanction. Guarantors are needed only for individual
members of Alo. Guarantors are generally husbands of members. If someone does not have a
husband, then any Alo member can be a guarantor. If the amount of loan is less than Rs. 5000 one
guarantor is required. If loan amount is more than 5000, two guarantors are required and if it is
above Rs. 20000, four guarantors are required.
For any SHG, 6 months membership is mandatory to get a loan from Alo. But this condition is not
applicable to individual members. SHGs can take loan on the basis of their deposited amount. They
only take double of their deposited amount as a loan. So far 42 individuals and four SHGs have
been given loans. Alo issues loans to SHGs at 11 percent rate of interest. If loan is repaid on time,
the cooperative bank returns 9 percent. So, effective interest rate is 2 percent. In case of individual
members, however, the rate of interest is 13 percent.
Executive board meetings are held once in a month. Decisions regarding SHG group loan,
functioning of loan and managerial issues about camps and training can be put to GBs. Absentees
are rare and around 90% members attend the General Body Meeting. Yearly revenue and profit of
society, yearly budget and future plans are published in Bhandar Patrika, a magazine, once in a
year.
It was found that most of the members of Alo take the loans for business purpose of their husbands.
A meeting is organized after every 15 days to decide who should be given the loan. They have a
‘loan uposomiti’, where it is decided to whom the loans will be given. Alo keeps all its deposits in
a mother bank. 70% of the total amount is kept reserved and 30% is used for issuing loans.
Another finding is that almost 70% of Alo members that were studied required loans in last three
years and now they preferred Alo cooperative as their source for credit. Alo has formed many Self
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Help Groups, because the poor people are not able to buy the shares of Alo on their own. They
give loans to their shareholders, who belong to relatively well-off families as was revealed by the
interviews and focused group discussion.
Training and Awareness Programmes
Alo cooperative has arranged about four training programmes and six awareness camps in the last
year. The programmes exclusively meant for women attract active participation from homemakers and other women in the village. The training helps women make products for selling in the
market, earn for themselves and be self-dependent. Training programmes on jute production,
making of incense sticks, beautician courses, husbandry, food processing etc. were organised by
Alo in the previous year. The co-operative has plans for making soft toys in future. One of the SHG
members of Alo said, ‘Mini Bank does not provide us any training facilities like Alo. We are
benefited more after joining Alo ’.
At the time of interview one of the board members said that every member could not participate
in the training programmes. Twenty members are selected from all the Self Help Groups under
ALlo for a particular training programme. Two members from each SHG are the representatives
of their group. They are selected on the basis of their need and skill. Board members and the leaders
of SHGs decide the representatives during the meetings. After the learning process it is the duty
of those two members to tell the other members about their own SHGs.
To bring awareness among people regarding its working, Alo conducted campaigns in different
villages. Till now Alo has covered a major portion of Doulatpur and Buniadpur villages, but has a
nominal presence in Shayestabad and Gouripara. One board member along with Alo staff visits
villages. They first inform their acquaintances and through them they inform other villagers. If the
villagers are interested, meetings and discussions are organized regarding Alo. In the meetings first
they answer queries and then give memberships. Alo has taught many people how to sign and has
explained to them the functioning of cooperatives and SHGs. Other cooperatives help them a lot
if they are already working in those areas. If any group of women wants to form a Self Help Group,
Alo board members help them with it.
For awareness related programmes one of the board members said that most of the people from
nearby villages knew about Alo. As there are many SHGs already working before the formation of
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Alo , it is easier for the women to understand the basic functioning of SHGs. In this short time Alo
is doing a lot for gathering more members. Awareness programmes regarding co-operative rules
and regulations and member’s right, woman’s right, women education, social well being and
healthy living, cleanliness and sanitation (constructing toilets in every household and making them
aware), vaccination and awareness, health issues etc. are being arranged by Alo co-operative. The
first SHG awareness camp of Alo was held on 21.08.15, the second on 19.12.15 and the third camp
was held on 24.01.16. More than 80% of the members from each SHG group attended these
programmes.
The decision regarding the kind of training to be given is taken by the managing committee of Alo
and not by any SHGs. But if any member of any SHG has any particular demand about these
programmes she can put it before the management. For pre-production help, assistances are only
given as loan amount and any group can take loans for the purpose of buying raw materials.

1.8 Objectives
The present study was conducted with the objective of assessing the overall functioning of Alo and
its effectiveness as an institution promoting women empowerment through easy access to credit
and formation of self-help groups. The survey included a wide range of questions inquiring into
the present socio-economic condition of the villagers in the sample area and the working of the
co-operative. The study later tries to draw a comparative picture between villages differing in their
initial attainment of economic and social well-being and evaluate Alo’s role, if any, in bringing
about or bridging this difference. The specific objectives involve:
1. To analyze the characteristics of the survey respondents through a description of their
economic condition in terms of housing condition, asset possession, expenditure and
savings and by comparing and contrasting the socio-economic characteristics of two
disparate groups-members and non-members of Alo .
2. To draw a comparative picture of SHG women living in Buniadpur-Barail and in
Sayestabad-Gouripara in terms of their SHG-related indicators and explain the difference,
if any, in their way of life.
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3. To analyze household decision-making with special reference to women’s role in the
process and to find out whether women’s own earnings really enhance their decision
making power within the household.
4. To examine the role of Alo in overall development of households apart from credit needs
and in spreading awareness regarding chit funds.
5. To analyze Alo’s understanding of credit needs of women.
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Chapter 2
Data and Methods
This chapter will describe the data used and methods used in the study. We have used both
quantitative and qualitative methods for our study. The data was collected primarily from
questionnaires, in depth interviews of Alo members, focused group discussion of the board
members of Alo and the documents (leaflets, brochures, etc.) supplied by the co-operative.

2.1 The Study Area
Bansihari block in Balurghat, West Bengal, was selected as the study area for the present survey
since Alo has been operating here for about a year. The sample has been drawn from five villages
(Aligara, Borail, Buniadpur, Gouripara and Sayestabad) of this block.
Bansihari block is in the western part of the Dakshin Dinajpur district of West Bengal. Bansihari
is located at 25°24′00″N 88°25′00″E. The land is bounded on the north by Kushmundi block, south
by Maldah district, east by Gangarampur block and on the west by Harirumpur block. The block
was connected by NH-512 and Eastern Railway which extend from Balurghat to Maldah.
Dakshin Dinajpur is predominantly an agricultural district with large area of land under cultivation.
It is a "Non Industry" district having no large-scale industries. Dakshin Dinajpur is one of the
country's 250 most backward districts (Ministry of Panchayati Raj, 2006) and is also currently
receiving funds from the Backward Regions Grant Fund Programme (BRGF).
Among the eight blocks of Dakshin Dinajpur, Bansihari had a population density of 718.94
persons/sq.km, all of which weas in rural area. There were 77,161 males and 69,125 females.
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes numbered to 37,506 and 31,017 respectively (Census of
India, 2011).
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Figure 2.1: Location of the Study Area

2.2. Methodology
An extensive field survey has been done in the Banshihari Block of Balurghat, West Bengal, where
the respective villages are situated. 332 samples had been collected from these four villages. The
sampling frame was based on the voter’s list of the latest election (2014 Union Election) and
followed the method of systematic circular sampling with a random start.
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Surveyors collected data from households through questionnaires and conducted in depth
interviews of the members of the SHG. A focused group discussion was also held with the board
members of Alo co-operative. Questions were asked on loan taking, participation in public
meetings, assessment about the current dal netri (group leader), etc. which can act as parameters
of participation2. The sample population was divided between Buniyadpur and Barail (population
sub-group A) and Shayestabad and Gouripara (population sub-group B) according to the activities
of Alo. Alo was found to be more active in group A than among the villages of group B Out of the
total samples collected, 154 households are from group A and 164 are from group B (Due to some
ambiguity on collected information we are excluding 14 samples from the analysis). The data was
categorized into four groups- only cooperative members (i), cooperative-SHG members (ii), only
SHG members (iii) and non-members (iv). There are very few cooperatives working in the
Banshihari block. Alo is a credit cooperative which is the most influential among them. It has its
influence mainly in the villages of group A. The villages in group B had SHGs which were mostly
independent of any cooperative.
Table 2.1: Categorized Membership of Alo
MEMBERSHIP
Group A
Barail

Group B

Buniadpur

Shayestabad Gouripara

i

10

12

4

3

ii

28

52

6

1

iii

14

14

26

16

iv

9

25

53

45

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Out of the data collected it was found that there were 49 SHG members out of the 154 households
surveyed in group A and 108 SHG members out of the 164 households surveyed in group B.
Besides this inferences are drawn out of focused group discussions and interviews to the SHG
dalnetris.

2

For detailed questionnaire and a summary of the focus group discussion refer to appendix A and B respectively.
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Chapter 3
Background Characteristics

This chapter uses indicators such as expenditure (on food as well as non-food items), savings,
housing conditions and household assets along with a few other indicators related to health
andsanitation to assess the standard of living and economic conditions of the households in the
study area.
Analysis of the data collected through an intensive field survey comprising 330 households across
five villages (Aligara, Borail, Buniadpur, Gouripara, Sayestabad) is descriptive as well as
comparative in nature. While an overall analysis of five villages has been carried out in Section3.1, Section-3.2 presents a comparative analysis of all these villages. Section 3.3 presents a
comparison between two contrasting groups; members and non-members of Alo in terms of
economic and social indicators in these villages.

3.1. Major Findings
In what follows we describe the asset possessions and other household characteristics.

3.1.1 Household Characteristics
96.08 percent of the respondents live in their own houses and rest of the respondents (3.92 percent)
live in rented houses. The average residential land turns out to be around 4.09 katha per household.
Also, the average number of rooms in a house is approximately equal to 2.13. A major proportion
of the population here is living in kacha or semi-pucca houses. 59 percent of the houses are kacha
houses and 25.6 percent are semi-kacha houses. The division between kacha, semi-pucca or pucca
house is based on the type of material used (such as tin, mud, cement, bricks, asbestos etc.) for
constructing walls, roofs and floor. 15.36 percent households do not have electricity connection.
Heath of household members is crucially associated with housing conditions and access to
sanitation facilities, proper cooking fuel, improved drainage systems and safe drinking water. Bad
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health due to lack of these facilities can affect economic condition of any household in two ways.
First, it reduces the potential to work and earn, and second, it results in greater expenditure on
health related services. Lack of proper sanitation is a persistent problem in this area. Only 59.94
percent households have private toilets. 31.02 percent have to resort to open defecation. Rest is
either using community or public toilet. Almost half of the households (48.8 percent) do not have
any drainage for water and 42.17 percent have open drainage.
Most of the households (81.33 percent) rely on water from hand-pump. Among other important
sources of drinking water, 8.43 percent households use tap water from untreated sources and 8.13
percent use tap water from treated sources. A very small proportion (2.1 percent) of households
get their drinking water from pond, river or well. It is noteworthy that 83.13 percent households
do not treat water before drinking. Among the rest, 16.87 percent who consume filtered water
mostly use the conventional method of filtering water. Boiling is the most dominant technique
used for this purpose as 66.07 percent households use it. 25 percent households drink electrically
filtered water. Filtering water by other means like firtkiri, using halogen tablet or sand is adopted
only by 3.57 percent, 1.79 percent and 3.57 percent households respectively.
In the study area 73.16 percent of household cook food using solid fuels like firewood, cow dung
cakes or straw. Only 30.12 percent households have access to clean fuel like LPG. Also, 33.73
percent households do not have a separate kitchen. Almost half of them (47.75 percent) cook inside
the house. These figures suggest that the susceptibility to communicable diseases is substantial in
the study area.

3.1.2 Household Possessions
A list of several household assets or possessions was collected based on which the living standard
or economic condition of the people living in these villages can be assessed. 52.41 percent of
households do not posses any land for agricultural activities. Average per household agricultural
land (cultivated and owned) is equal to 19.03 kathas. Household possessions are further
categorized into three categories: household goods, means of transport and livestock. Tables 3.13.3 depict the possession of assets by the surveyed households.
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Table 3.1: Percentage of households possessing BPL cards and various household goods
Household goods

Percentage

BPL card

36.14

Electric fan

72.89

Television

61.75

Electric heater

02.41

Transistor/radio

01.51

Mobile phone

84.64

Sewing machine

5.42

LPG

35.24

Water pump

10.15

Power tiller

01.23

Plough

12.62

Source: Primary Survey (2016)
Table 3.2: Percentage of Households Possessing Various Means of Transport
Means of Transport

Percentage

Tractor

1.85

Animal drawn cart

1.23

Cycle

71.52

Motorcycle/Scooter

12.92

Source: Primary Survey (2016)
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Table 3.3: Percentage of Households Possessing Various Kinds of Livestock
Livestock

Percentage

Cow

40.31

Goat

29.97

Buffalo

3.38

Hen

32.42

Duck

13.23

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Saving and Expenditure
In order to find out the economic condition of households living in these rural areas of Dakshin
Dinajpur district, people from all the households were asked if they have any savings and also
about their expenditure on different kind of items (food and non-food) and activities.
It was found that 42.12 percent households do not have any savings. Per household expenditure
on food items turned out to be Rs 3653.7 per month and in case of non-food items, it is Rs 4,144.
So, average per household expenditure is equal to Rs 7798 per month. To have a look at the
distributional aspect, the sample was divided into quintiles. Table 3.4 shows the share of each
quintile in total expenditure by all the households and hints at a high degree of economic
inequality.

Table 3.44: Share of Each Quintile in Total Expenditure by all the Households
Quintile

Share in total expenditure

First quintile

5.63 percent

Second quintile

9.52 percent
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Third quintile

13.75 percent

Fourth quintile

20.61 percent

Fifth quintile

50.86 percent

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Employment
In these five villages the major source of income for 34.74 percent households is self-employment
in agriculture. Fewer number of households (31.42 percent) gets the major income from selfemployment in non-agricultural activities, 20.24 percent from wage paid manual labour, and 12.39
percent from wage paid non-manual labour.

3.2. Inter-Village Comparison
Household Characteristics
Villages Gouripara and Sayestabad have a large number of houses which are kacha and pucca
houses are very few. In Aligara too, more than 50 percent houses are completely kacha houses.
Borail and Buniadpur have relatively greater number of pucca houses than other villages.
Table 3.5: Percentage of Kacha, Semi-Kacha or Pucca Households
Aligara

Borail

Buniadpur

Gouripara

Sayestabaad

Kacha

60.71

36.07

31.51

81.00

75.71

Semi-

21.43

34.43

39.73

16.00

18.57

17.86

29.51

28.77

3.00

5.71

pucca
Pucca

Source: Primary Survey (2016)
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Aligara is the only village where all the households have electricity connections. Borail and
Buniadpur have 4.92 and 2.74 percent households respectively without electricity whereas
Gouripara has 30.00 percent and Sayestabad has 22.86 percent houses where people are living with
no electricity.
When it comes to sanitation, Aligara, Borail and Buniadpur are performing much better than
Gouripara and Sayestabad. The difference can be seen in Figure 3.1. Houses in Gouripara and
Sayestabad also have poorer drainage system than in the other villages. Table 3.6 reports the
difference.

Figure 3.1: Percentage of houses practicing open
defecation
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Gouripara

Sayestabaad

Percentage of houses practicing open defecation

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Table 3.6: Percentage of Households with Different Types of Drainage Systems
Aligara PWD para Borail Buniadpur Gouripara Sayestabaad
No drainage

46.43

34.43

30.14

67

55.71

Open

46.43

49.18

57.54

31

40.00
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Covered

7.14

16.39

12.33

1

1.43

drainage
Source: Primary Survey (2016)

In Aligara, 32.14 percent households are using LPG whereas rest of the households is using solid
fuel as the primary source of cooking. Borail is performing better with 67.21 percent households
using clean LPG and 32.79 percent using harmful solid fuels. Situation in Buniadpur is similar to
that of Borail where 64.38 percent households use LPG, 27.4 percent use solid fuels and 8.22
percent use both solid fuels as well as LPG. The picture is totally different in Gouripara and
Sayestabad where 1 percent and 2.86 percent of households use clean fuel respectively.

Household Possessions
In Aligara, Borail, Buniadpur, Gouripara and Sayestabaad, percentage of households without any
agricultural land is 71.43, 44.00, 72.13, 68.49, 32.00, and 40.00 respectively. It is observed here
that in Gouripara and Sayestabad (which are relatively backward villages) more households have
agricultural land. Also, per household agricultural land (cultivated and owned) is 23.64, 6.09,
10.42, 32.92 and 15.30 for Aligara, Borail, Buniadpur, Gouripara and Sayestabaad respectively.
Worst performing villages in terms of most of the other indicators (Gouripara and Sayestabad)
have more per household agriculture land than Borail and Buniadpur. In fact, per capita agricultural
land in Gouripara is highest among five villages.
Table 3.7 depicts the percentage of households in different villages possessing certain assets and
livestock3:
Table 3.7: Percentage of Households Possessing Certain Assets in all the Five Villages
Aligara

3

Borail

Buniadpur

Gouripara

Sayestabaad

The items in this table draw from the items listed in footnote 2 as indicators of the economic condition of
households.
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Electric Fan

92.86

95.08

94.52

43.00

65.71

Television

71.43

83.61

95.89

30.00

48.57

Mobile

96.43

91.80

94.52

78.00

72.86

Plough

3.57

1.79

1.37

22.45

42.86

Cycle

67.86

70.00

72.60

73.74

70.00

Cow

17.86

10.71

21.92

61.22

62.86

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Above table shows that electric fan, television and mobile are more common in the households of
Aligara, Borail and Buniadpur than I the households of Gouripara and Sayestabad. However,
relatively more households have plough and cow in Gouripara and Sayestabad which shows that
these two villages are more involved in agricultural activities. This observation is further
confirmed when sample from all the five villages is categorized on the basis of major source of
household income as shown in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8: Major Source of Household Income (in percentage)
Aligara

Borail

Buniadpur

Gouripara

Sayestabaad

53.57

60.66

48.61

13

5.71

Self-employed in agriculture

7.14

11.48

13.89

58

54.29

Wage paid manual labour

25.00

13.11

15.28

21

28.57

Self-employed in nonagriculture
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Wage paid non-manual labour

14.29

14.75

20.83

6

10.00

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Savings and Expenditure
In Aligara 82.14 percent, in Borail 68.85 percent, and in Buniadpur 80.28 percent households had
some savings. In the other two villages, number of households with any savings is relatively less.
37 percent households in Gouripara and 41.43 percent households in Sayestabad had some savings.
Per household expenditure on food items has been shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2 shows that in
Gouripara and Sayestabaad, per unit household expenditure on food items is relatively much lower
than other three villages. Average expenditure on non-food items can be seen in Figure 3.3. It is
quite clear that per household expenditure on non-food items in Borail and Buniadpur is
significantly more than other three villages.

Figure 3.2: Per Household Expenditure on Food Items
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Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Gouripara

Sayestabaad
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Figure 3.3: Per household expenditure on non-food items
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Source: Primary Survey (2016)

The distribution of expenditure within households of all the five villages is shown in Table 3.9,
which shows that inequality is more in Buniadpur and Borail than the other three villages.
However, in terms of per household expenditure both villages are performing better than other
villages. This kind of result points out a possibility that growth may come up along with rising
inequality. Also there is considerable economic inequality even in the backward villages.
Table 3.9: Share (in percentage) of Each Quintile in Total Expenditure by all the
Households
Aligara Borail Buniadpur Gouripara Sayestabaad
Fisrt quintile

6.99

5.74

6.59

6.02

8.46

Second

14.86

9.69

8.94

11.15

13.18

Third quintile

15.76

15.99

12.97

14.98

16.64

Fourth

26.63

22.13

15.72

22.22

20.91

35.75

46.44

55.77

45.62

40.80

quintile

quintile
Fifth quintile
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Source: Primary Survey (2016)

3.3 Comparison of standard of living between members and nonmembers of Alo
A comparison between the members and non-members of Alo Co-operative in Bansihari block
shows that those who were Alo members on an average had completed ten years of schooling
where as those who were not members of Alo had an average schooling of around six or seven
years. Average age of Alo members is between 20-45 years that means the members were in the
productive labour force. It was found (from data as well as group interviews) that more than half
of the people (almost 52%) came to know about the Alo credit cooperative from awareness
programs. When the non-members were asked why they didn’t join Alo credit cooperative society,
almost two thirds of them said that they were not aware of this kind of cooperatives and had never
heard about it. This cooperative was opened with the idea that it will give easy credit access and a
lower interest rate. Then the question arises why the poorer women failed to join this cooperative.
A possible answer may be that Alo board members were not properly informing the others. The
functioning of the Alo credit cooperative society was also not simple enough because almost one
fourth of the members said that they were not able to understand the functioning of the credit
cooperative properly.
If we consider monthly average expenditure in each sector like food, clothing, mobile bills, electric
bills etc. the expenditure of Alo members were higher than the non Alo counterpart. In case of
source of lighting, 92% of Alo members have access to electricity. In case of access to health
facility non Alo members go to quack doctors more than their Alo counterparts. The decision
making capacity of the members has been discussed in detail in chapter 4.
An overwhelming percentage (60%) of the respondents who are the members of Alo credit
cooperative society have joined to access the alternative financial mechanism to borrow money at
a lower interest rate. Considering reasons like lower interest rate, availability of credit comfort
with the cooperative it accounts to almost 86%. It seems that people were not happy with the other
financial mechanisms. During the focus group discussion and the interview with the board
members we found that this cooperative being run by the women raises level of trust, as many of
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the members had been cheated previously. Now they feel that their money is safe and secure. On
the other hand, households who had not joined Alo co-operative did not do so mainly due to lack
of awareness. Further, many people were not interested in joining as they were not aware about
the benefits of joining Alo. Yet, a significant portion of the sample (almost 8%) stated that they
were not allowed to join these cooperatives as they were poor and only the rich and relatively welloff people can join.
Table 3.5: Responses to Becoming a Member of Alo
Variables

No. of women

Percentage of people

Easy access of credit

65

59.63

Lower interest rate

13

11.93

Non availability of credit

7

6.42

Comfortable with cooperative function

9

8.26

Peer pressure

5

4.93

Others

10

8.83

Total

109

100

Source: Primary Survey (2016)
Table 3.61: Reasons for not joining the Co-operative
Variables

No of women

%

Lack of Awareness

106

64.24

Not Interested

25

15.15

Not allowed

13

7.88

Don’t need

5

3.02

Others

16

9.71

Total

165

100

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Expenditure pattern
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Expenditure pattern of Alo members and non Alo members revealed that average monthly
expenditure of Alo members was much higher than that of non- Alo members (Table 3.12).
Considering item wise expenditure, Alo members spend more than double their counterparts. It
may be said that economic condition of Alo members is better compared to non- Alo members.
Table 3.72: Differential Expenditure Patterns of members and non-members of Alo
Expenditure

Alo member (In rupees)

Non Alo member(In
rupees)

Food (Monthly)

3500-5000

1500-2000

Electricity(Monthly)

400-500

150-250

Clothing(Monthly)

1500-2000

800-1200

Religious rituals(Yearly)

1500-2500

500-800

Social occasions (Yearly)

1000-1500

500-700

Mobile bill(Monthly)

150-200

50-100

Average Expenditure (Monthly)

5000

3000

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Access to Drinking Water
In case of source of drinking water almost 80% of both Alo member and non -Alo members were
using tube-wells (mattu in local language). For the rest of the population 17% of Alo members
were accessing drinking water from treated sources which was only 5% in case of non- Alo
members. It was also found that among the sampled households only 56 households were taking
their drinking water after some kind of treatment; 51% of them Alo members and 49% non Alo
members. But among those who treat their water before drinking 34% of Alo members were using
electronic filtering which was 14% in case of non- Alo members.

Sanitation and Drainage
73% of Alo members have private sanitation facility which was only 48% in case of non- Alo
members. 31% of Alo members have private toilet as against 17% in case of non- Alo members.
And in case of drainage 22% of Alo members have cemented drains which was 15% in case of
non- Alo members.
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Source of fuel
Alo members used gas as their primary source of fuel (almost 43%) and non- Alo members used
mainly fire wood (47%) as shown in Table 3.13.
Table 3.83: Source of Fuel used by members and non members of Alo
Source of fuel

Alo

Non Alo

Gas

70

33

Fire wood

42

80

Cowdung cake

17

45

Others

34

12

Total

161

170

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Electricity
92% of Alo members have electricity as their main source of lighting which is 73% in case of nonAlo members. 6% of Alo members use Kerosene as their main source of lighting which was almost
24% in case of non- Alo members.

Health facility
56% of both Alo and non-Alo members were using the public hospital as their main health centre
due to lack of any other health institution in the block. On the other hand only 4% of Alo members
were visiting a quack doctor which was 12% for non-Alo members, implying huge lack of
awareness among non-Alo members.

Loan requirement
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65% of Alo members required loans in last three years which was only 30% in case of non-Alo
members. 76% of Alo members prefer Alo as their preferred source of taking loans and 43% of
non-members prefer banks as their source of taking loans.

Social indicators
Income: 65% of Alo members have individual income source, which is only 34% in case of non
Alo members. Table 3.14 reveals that the Alo members were far better off. More than half of Alo
members attend gram sabha meetings compared to non-members. Similarly, more than 70% of Alo
members spend their earnings jointly with husband which was around half in case of non-members.

Table 3.94: Decision Making Process between members and non-members of Alo
Variables

Number of women

Percentage

of

women
Alo

Non Alo

Alo

Non Alo

Individual income source

58

36

65

34

Attended gram sabha meetings

82

34

51

20

Money women earn spend jointly

44

23

75

63

Husband’s income used jointly

106

76

70

47

Major household purchases

107

92

67

54

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Table 3.105: Differential Access to Information between Members and Non-members of
Alo
Medium of access to information

Alo

Non Alo
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Read a news paper

17%

7%

Listening radio

12%

4%

Watching television

60%

30%

Read a magazine

10%

4%

Attended lectures

18%

9%

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Table 3.15 shows that television is the main source of information and news for the villagers. Twofifths (60%) of Alo members have television in their houses where as 30% of non Alo household
have television in their houses. Similar trend is also found In case of access to information from
other sources. Alo members’ access to other sources of information is double than the non- Alo
members in the study area.

3.4. Conclusion
Results show that overall socio-economic condition and living standard of the people living in
these five villages is very poor. A large number of households do not even have basic facilities
(such as clean drinking water, toilet, separate kitchen, clean fuel for cooking, electricity etc.) that
are required for a healthy life. Within these villages, one can unambiguously observe inequality in
almost each and every indicator of economic prosperity. Gouripara and Sayestabad seem to be the
worst performing villages in terms of household assets, household facilities, saving and
expenditure on various household consumption goods when compared with other three villages.
Nonetheless, when we have a look at inequality figures in quintiles, it is found that economic
inequality is relatively lower in the backward villages (Gouripara and Sayestabad) compared to
relatively developed villages (namely, Aligara, Borail and Buniadpur).
The socioeconomic condition of Alo members as shown by the study was far better than that of
the non-Alo members. Since Alo has started functioning only in the last one year (from May 2015)
it seems that the programme has till now reached only the relatively better off.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation

4.1. Comparative Analysis of Women belonging to Group A and Group B Villages
on SHG Related Indicators
The study found some marked differences between the women belonging to Group A (Buniadpur
and Borail) and Group B (Sayestabad and Gouripara). Informal observation yielded that the
villages in group A lacked proper infrastructure. The villages of group A could be characterized
with general scenario of Indian villages where clusters are based on caste. Furthermore, the women
residing there lacked basic education, which is irrespective of their caste. The houses were kuchha.
The houses in the adivasi area lacked toilets. In group B villages, the basic infrastructure was there.
The houses were well constructed and the women residing in those houses were members of Alo
SHGs. They had basic education to at least sign their names as it is the policy of Alo SHGs to not
allow women who lack basic education to be its members.
In group A, 49 women out of 154 households were found to be SHG members while in group B
108 out of 164 households were found to associated with SHGs. This gives us a clear picture that
there were much more participation in SHGs among the women of group B. But from the field
experience it can be said that many SHGs in the villages of group A have stopped working due to
lack of funds. In group B, the SHGs are still working. The data collected further yielded the
following results:

Participation and Involvement in Decision-Making
In Group A, 79% of women were members for more than six months, 9.6% women were members
since last six months and 10.5% for less than six months. In Group-B, 98% of women were
members for more than six months and 2% since the last six months.
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Figure 4.1: Participation of women in SHGs
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Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Involvement in the decision making can be judged based on the attendance in the SHG meetings.
From the informal interviews it came to be known that the meetings in group A do not occur
regularly and there is no strict rule about the attendance. The women are reluctant to attend
meetings sometimes because of household work.
The interviews of the dalnetris presented a contrasting feature of the situation in group B. The
dalnetris claimed that meetings are held once or twice in a month in every SHG. The attendance
in these meetings generally happens to be above 90%. In these meetings they talk about various
issues regarding women health, early marriage, girl child education etc. A constant effort has been
generated to empower women by making them aware of their well being. Also in these meetings,
various decisions regarding the working of the SHGs take place. The dalnetri decides which of
them has to be rejected and which of them has to be adhered to. The dalnetri gets her position
based on collective consensus of the SHG members but there is no secret ballot system to ensure
the secrecy of anyone’s vote.
Last and the most important determining factor in the participation of SHG functioning is the post
held by the members or the involvement in any responsibility. As found in group A, 22.4% of the
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women had held the position of a leader, co-leader or a cashier the work mainly concerned with
organizing funds. In group B the women holding these kinds of positions had been 22.2%. Hence
we do not observe any significant difference in this criterion.

Satisfaction with SHG functioning
It has been found that all the 49 women members in group A gave a positive reply and claimed to
be satisfied with the working of their SHG. In group B, 91 out of 108 claimed to be satisfied which
makes 84% of the women. 10 of them said they are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. 7 of them
expressed their dissatisfaction over the functioning of their SHG.
There can be a lot of reasons behind this dissatisfaction or indifference (which means they are least
bothered). It may be that that the policies of Alo are biased against the women who are worse off
financially. Another reason for this dissatisfaction could be rejection of certain claims for loan or
any other demand by the Alo cooperative as it came to be known from the focused group discussion
that the sanction of loan money is based on the judgments of the Alo board members.

Availing Credit
From Group A, 35% members have availed loan from SHG in last one year. In Group-B, 51% of
women have taken loan in the last one year. In Group-A, 89% of women has taken loan once in
the last one year and the rest have taken loan twice in the last one year. In Group-B, 64% have
taken loan once, 17.8% twice and 17.2% thrice in the last one year.
In Group-A, 2.7% of women took loan for marriage, 18.9% for construction and renovation of
house, 11% for agricultural purpose, 5% for education of children, 8% for health related issues
and 54% for other reasons which mostly was specified to be for business or investments. In GroupB, 7.4% of women took loan for marriage, 14.8%% took loan for renovation or construction of
house, 33% for agriculture, 7.4% for health issues and 33% for other reasons mostly unspecified.

Training Facilities
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It had been found that 37% of the women in group A received training through SHGs, while in
group B it is 45% the reason being the interference of Alo cooperative in the SHGs.
The members in group A receive trainings on horticulture, gardening, animal husbandry, and
poultry etc which are mainly agriculture based. The members in group B receive training on
activities like jam-jelly making, stitching, beautician training etc. The kind of trainings prevailing
in the two groups throws a light on the stark difference of class among the members. Hence there
is also a difference in the income generated by the members in these two groups.
In group A, 41% admit that their income has increased after joining this SHG, while 66% admitted
this in group B. The contrasting figure is due to the lack of fund availability and training facility.
As described in the beginning, most of the SHGs in group A are independent and are not
government registered. Hence they cannot avail the government loans. The SHGs in group B being
part of Alo get automatically registered.

Income Indicators
30.4% of SHG women in Group-A feel that joining an SHG has helped to increase their income,
49% women feel that it has not and 18% are not sure.
In Group-B, 34% feel that joining an SHG has helped to increase their income, 49% feel it has not
and 14.5% are not sure about it.
Hence to sum it up, 31% of women are SHG members in group A while in group B there are 66%
of women involved in SHGs. The difference in this involvement being is the result of difference
in the socio-economic condition of women among the two groups. In terms of loan taking and
satisfaction with the work of SHGs, the villages in group A are better off. In terms of attendance
in meetings, training facilities, increase in income and proportion of women in participation, the
villages in group B are better off.

4.2. Women’s Empowerment and Decision-making
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Limitations to income generation for women
It is a fact that women in urban areas are more engaged in income generating activities than that
of the women in rural areas. One of the main causes behind this is that opportunities are more in
urban areas than rural areas hence limiting the ability of rural women to earn money. But this is
not the only factor. Women’s responsibility for her family and her children also limits her ability
to earn. One of the respondents’ husband in Aligara said that “if she would work to earn then who
would look after her aged in-laws and her children?” Another common response was “A woman
would neglect her home if she worked outside”.

Decision making
The study found that 15% (approximately) women in the households have no participation in the
decision-making and in 18 households there is 100% participation. Approximately in 68%
households women have less than 50% participation in decision-making. Only 11% women have
significant influence on household decision-making.

Figure 4.2: Overall Participation in Decision-Making

0%
100%
1%-50%
51%-99%

Source: Primary Survey (2016)
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Decision-making among Alo members and non-members
Out of 94 Alo members 68% members have less than 50% participation in decision-making. 10%
have no participation while 5% have 100% participation and 17% have more than 50%
participation in decision-making. Among the non-members 69% have less than 50% participation
and 17% have no participation in decision-making. However 9% do play a significant role while
5% enjoy full participation.

Figure 4.3: Participation in decision-making among Alo members
No participation

100% participation
participation upto 50%
participation more than
50% but less than 100%

Source: Primary Survey (2016)
Figure 4.4: Participation in decision-making among non-members of Alo

No participation
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participation upto 50%
participation more than
50% but less than 100%

Source: Primary Survey (2016)
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Participation in decision-making across caste
Across all the classes the majority of women have less than 50% participation in decisionmaking (almost 69%). Among OBCs this ratio is greater than other two categories.

Figure 4.5: Participation in decision-making among
women belonging to the General Category
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Source: Primary Survey (2016)
Figure 4.6: Participation in decision-making among
women belonging to SC/ST
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Figure 4.7: Participation in decision-making among
women belonging to OBCs
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Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Decision-Making and Individual Income
Figure 4.8 depicts that, among 53 sample women who have their own earning, most of them are
able to take decision in different aspects of living, individually. Mainly regarding mobility issues,
more than 60% of earning women have the autonomy to go Alone. In other aspects like major
household purchases, self health care, husband’s income as well as personal income their decisions
are given equal weightage as compare to their husband. But they have least individual control over
these things. In few cases where there are joint families, some intervention of in-laws can be found
but that are negligable (less than 7.54%).
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Figure 4.8: Participation in decision-making for earning women
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Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Figure 4.9 clearly shows that decision making capability of non earning women is very poor as
compared to that of earning women. Less than 50% women are allowed to visit the market or
health care facility Alone. Rest of them has to take a male family member or other family member
with them whenever they visit outside the village, market place, and health centre or relative’s
house. Not only that, they also have to take permission from the husband or head of the family in
order to go out of the house. Their husbands have higher control over their mobility. But in case
of decision making related to husband’s income, self health care or major household purchase
about 60% women have equal potential. In-laws intervention is also higher for non-earning women
as compared to earning women.
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Figure 4.9: Participation in decision-making of non-earning women
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Source: Primary Survey (2016)

From Table 4.1 it can be stated that in both the cases (earning and non-earning women) women’s
opinions are given some weightage, though it is comparatively higher in case of self-earning
women i.e. 47.17%, whereas in case of non-earning women it is 42.2%. Around 32% earning
women can take decision independently, while only 7.34% non-earning women have that ability.
About 50% of the non-earning women do not even participate in the decision making process while
it is only 20.75%, in case of earning women.

Table 4.1: Degree of participation of women in decision making based on their employment
Degree of participation

Total

Participation (in %)

Women with no participation

11

20.75

Women's decision given some weightage

25

47.17

Women took decision independently

17

32.07

Total

53

100

55

50.45

Employed women

Unemployed women
Women with no participation
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Women's decision given some weightage

46

42.20

Women took decision independently

8

7.34

Total

109

100

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

The present study revealed that women possess relatively low decision making power in the
household. Husbands and other family members generally take decisions in most of the cases,
mainly in joint families. In nuclear families women’s opinions are given some importance but this
condition applies mainly for working women. Wives are generally not allowed to take decisions,
mainly if they are illiterate or do not work for cash. When both partners are educated and when
women work for pay, the degree of women’s participation in household decision making is
relatively greater..

Availing and Use of Credit
The following table shows the members who have taken loans from Alo as an individual member
and not through SHGs. The total number of such members is 33. Details are given in the table:
Table 4.2: Purpose of loan for individual members of Alo
Purpose

Members

for consumption

6

for investment

19

for occasion

2

other purposes

6

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

The next table gives the details about loan usages of the members who have taken loans from Alo
through SHGs; the total number of such members is 29 who have taken loans within last one year.
Table 4.3: Purpose of loan for women who have taken loans through SHGs
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Purpose Of Loan

Members

Marriage

0

Consumption

5

Agriculture

3

Education for Children

5

Health

2

Husband's business

14

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

It is clear that majority of the Alo individual members i.e. 57% use their loans for investments
which includes investment on child education, health and for further productive activity such as
running their own business, agriculture etc. So, they are actually investing on family welfare.
While in case of Alo members who take their loans through SHGs, basically use their loans on
husband’s business.
Here we can say that women’s monetary contribution in different family affairs may improve their
position in household matters, raise their confidence level especially in rural areas and thus help
in women empowerment. So, Alo basically gives the opportunity to rural women to take loans at
a very low interest rate (13% for individual Alo members and 3% for SHGs) so that they can use
it for own income generating activities her family purposes and thus socially uplift women. On the
other hand, it can also be seen that though Alo gives the opportunity, many of the women of SHGs
actually use the loan for husband’s work rather than in their own income generating activities. So,
the question will always be there of whether the women can take decision independently regarding
the loans they are taking.

Savings
One of the basic functions of cooperatives and self-help group is that the increase the tendency to
save. Especially in case of rural households people generally use their income for consumption
purposes only. Here the following table shows the savings patterns of both of those who are a part
of Alo cooperatives and who are not.
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Table 4.4: Percentage of women who save

Total no. of observations
Save
Alo Members

Do not Save
90

23

99

121

NON Alo
Members

Source: Primary Survey (2016)

It can be seen from the table that of the total surveyed Alo members 79.64% of women have their
own savings either in banks or in cooperative banks as essential deposits or in other places (like
post office, SHGs etc). While in case of non Alo members only 45% have savings.Again among
those Alo members who save, i.e. among 90 women 75.55% keep their savings partly or
completely in Alo cooperative banks and SHGs.
From this data we may get three important findings. First of all, Alo built a tendency among the
poor rural women to save money. It gives them the opportunity to save their money without any
complex processes which they usually face in commercial banks. Here they can start their savings
deposit accounts only with 100 rupees and can also continue their account with low monthly
deposits. So it is easier as well as beneficial for rural poor women, which indirectly may socially
uplift them by increasing their savings for future use and strengthening their position in the
household.

General Awareness
Cooperatives and self-help groups have a strong impact on poor women’s livesin rural areas not
only in terms of economic empowerment or decision making issues but also in raising general
awareness among rural women on health, education and female empowerment by exposing them
to newer ideas, thoughts and information.
Meetings and trainings attended
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Alo cooperative is organizing different meetings and training programmes so that the members can
be well informed and after receiving training they can try to opt for their own income generating
activities. Some of the non-members also attend meeting and training programmes organized by
the government or other SHGs or any other institution.

To analyse the awareness level of members of the cooperative and SHGs, first, calculations have
been done in terms of whether they are informed or have attended any meetings or training
programmes by themselves, which has been calculated by proportional percentages for members
of Alo .

Meetings and trainings attended by members and non-members of Alo
Above 30% of the members are aware and have attended meetings and trainings, whereas it is far
less for non-members.
Alo members regularly visit meetings and training programmes .This regularity is absent among
non-members. As Alo members are attending more meetings they are actually exposed to a greater
world rather than the four walls of their houses. They are able to share experiences among their
own group, learn about a number of useful issues and improve their communication skills. During
the survey it was also noticed in the ground that Alo members who attended these facilities are
actually more prompt and confident in answering all the questions. So meetings and trainings
attended actually raise their level of confidence and help them to become more important players
in domestic matters.

Access to sources of information
Access to news and information works as a strong catalyst for increasing women’s knowledge
about the outside world. So for this study this is considered as an important parameter in
understanding rural women’s knowledge of the outer world. The following table shows the
differences in women’s access to information among members and non-members of Alo.
It is clear that the Alo members are in a better position for getting information and news. The
figures for non-members for the same variables are almost half of the values of Alo members. In
both the cases, the main source of news and information is television and then newspaper. Very
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few i.e. 6% of non Alo women are attending government awareness programmes while the rate is
almost 11% in Alo members.
Thus we may say that the Alo members are more advanced and more exposed to the newer
information and news which in the long run may bring positive changes in social norms, behaviour
and attitudes of rural uneducated or less educated women.

Health related awareness
Health related awareness among women is very important as they are the runner of their household.
Different studies have shown that more a mother is educated, better is the nutritional condition of
the child and her family.
The Alo cooperative also organizes different health related awareness programme. The following
table shows the differences in members and non-members of Alo regarding the health related
issues.
Here four aspects are considered to analyse women’s awareness regarding health. They area. Facilities of a separate kitchen (Since if the kitchen is inside the house and there is no separate
room for it ,the gas and smoke emitted from it are harmful for the health of family members
,especially children and women.)
b. Source of fuel (As the amount of polluted gas and smoke emission varies depending on the
nature of fuel)
c. Facilities of drinking water and its purification
d. Sanitation facilities (As it is the source of germs and diseases)
e. Facilities of health services they avail and rate of vaccination of children
Table 4.5: Nature of kitchen facilities

Nature Of Kitchen Facilities

Total

Observation

Alo

Non Alo
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NO SEPARATE ROOM FOR KITCHEN
Cooking facilities without

84

15

47

14

36

KITCHEN

INSIDE THE HOUSE
Cooking facilities without

29

KITCHEN

OUTSIDE THE HOUSE
Source: Primary Survey (2016)

Sources of fuel
It can be seen 38% of non-members do not even have a separate room for kitchen while in case of
Alo members the number is comparatively low. Those who do not have a separate room for kitchen
are cooking either inside or outside the house. It can be seen that 51% of Alo members have their
cooking facilities inside the house without a separate room for kitchen while the number is higher
for non-members. The maximum number of Alo members (43%) is using gas as their source of
fuel while the majority of non Alo women (47%) are using firewood.

Facilities of drinking water and its purification
Now from the surveyed data it is found that in case of source of drinking water almost 80% of both
members and non-members of Alo were using tube well (mattu in local language.) In case of Alo
members it can be noticed that 21% of them are using drinking water after purification. Majority
of them purified the water by boiling and electric filtering. But in case of non Alo members only
10% of them used purified drinking water and majority of them used boiling process. So it can be
said that the non-members of Alo are not that aware about the need of purification of drinking
water.
Drainage and Sanitation
Here it can be seen majority of Alo members have their own private toilet within their premises.
While the value is quite lower in case of non Alo houses. For both the cases the percentage of
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houses having the facilities of cemented drains for waste disposal is very low. Still it is higher
among Alo members. Awareness related to the choice of health care services is very important
especially in case of rural areas. As in many cases it can be seen in rural areas that the poor illiterate
people are preferred to go the local quack doctors. During our survey, our interaction with poor
uneducated rural women reveals that most of the women are not interested to go to the doctor
unless they suffered from serious diseases. This attitude towards their health and also for their
children needs some change. Alo Mohila Cooperative societies organizes different health
awareness programme. The following table shows the differences between the Alo and non Alo
members regarding some health awareness.

Preferences of health care services and rate of vaccination of last born child
In case of giving the vaccination to the last born child, it is seen that most of them are aware of
polio vaccine. But the rate of vaccination of BCG, measles, and DPT are below 50% among both
the groups. But the rate of Alo members giving vaccination to their child is higher than nonmembers in case of all vaccinations.
Again In this case it can be noticed that in both of the cases majority of women are going to the
public hospitals in Rashidpur. It may be because it is less expensive for the poor rural people,
though the rate is high for non-members of Alo. 27% of Alo members are going to the private
health centre near their villages, where only 10% of non-members are going. A significant
observation is that the rate of non-members going to local healer including the quack doctors is
quite high i.e. 11%. Through the interaction with the women during survey the fact came out that
many of them cannot go outside the village, even to the nearby health centres, alone. They need to
take their family members or husbands with them. So, the women are feeling free to go to the
village local healer. In this case it can be said that Alo members are more advanced and more aware
of the health facilitates.

4.3 Alo’s role in creating awareness among members regarding risks
associated with chit funds
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From 2000 onwards it can be seen in India that while there is a gradual increase in financial assets
through savings in total, it is accompanied by a drastic fall in government’s share in small saving
schemes and the lowering of the rate of interest on the same.West Bengal has one of the lowest
ranks with respect to financial inclusion in the country.People having low level of income do not
have sufficient flow of money to open and operate bank accounts.Complicated procedures of banks
for availing facilities need education and awareness.The bank is not always sufficient for easy
loans; also most of the time loans need to be taken against collateral. All the above mentioned
reasons combine to create a situation where people with low income and having a low social status
do not find it comfortable or possible to carry out their financial transactions through banks. People
belonging to low income groups find microfinance sources easier to work with despite higher
interest rates due to their easier systems.
The focused group discussion and informal interaction with the board members of Alo cooperative revealed the following:


When Alo was first formed, many people saw it as another ‘chit fund’ and felt insecure to
start any transaction. Board members of Alo had to initiate a great number of discussions
with people to build their trust in Alo.



In the study area, many SHGs and a few cooperatives were already running; thus people
were more or less aware of their functioning. So, when Alo started their work, they found
a prepared base.



The board members are themselves somewhat renowned in their area which was a big help
to start business as people could trust them easily on personal ground, although many of
the people of surrounding areas are still out of reach of Alo.

Hence, Alo, by itself, does not seem to have played an important role in warning people against
chit funds. It is still young and is building on the knowledge base created by the SHGs that
have been operational in the area since before its establishment.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

In our field survey, out of the sample 345 members who had been surveyed, only 69 were members
of Alo cooperative or Alo affiliated SHG group. Among the 69, only 19 members took loan for
investment purpose. 10 members took loan for consumption purpose and 7 for ‘Other Purposes’.
It is worth noting that 33 members have not taken any loan since the commencement of Alo
cooperative in January 2015. Education and health needs are the main purposes in the ‘others’
category.
Out of total 39 members who asked for loan, only 20 used Alo cooperative as a source of loan. Out
of the remaining 19, 10 took loans from commercial banks, 4 took from financial institutions, 1
from financial companies, 1 from a money lender, and 3 from relatives and friends. When asked
which source of loan they prefer, 56 of the 69 members said they prefer cooperative and SHGs.
The reason cited for this was easy access, low interest rate and the fact that they find these
institutions trustworthy.
There is an apparent contradiction in the preceding two paragraphs but on closer scrutiny it throws
important light on the issue. While only 20 out of the 39 loan takers (members of Alo ) have used
Alo cooperative, 56 out of 69 Alo members said they prefer Alo cooperative and SHGs for loan
purposes. This needs to be explained. This apparent discrepancy could be explained by the fact
that out of the total borrowers (39) 15 of them had taken loan before the establishment of Alo ,
while the rest have taken loan after the establishment of Alo .
Our field data show that the number of loans for investment purposes is not as bad as we tend to
believe. Among the 36 women who have taken loan from Alo 19 took it for investment purposes,
which constitute more than fifty per cent. On the other hand, women show strong preference for
Alo as a source of credit vis-à-vis other sources. It is also interesting to note that there has been
very less deviation between loans asked for and loans received. Out of 37 members who asked for
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loan, 32 members have received loan of exactly the amount which they had asked for, while 5
received less than what they had asked for.
To conclude, Alo has a tremendous potential as a good source of credit for women who want to
improve their economic condition by investing in income generating activities. However, the
overall demand for such credit itself is not high enough. Given the favourable aspects of the credit
facility that Alo provides one can expect that over time this demand will increase. But to see it
happen the membership base has to be widened, bringing into the fold more women from the lower
socio-economic strata.
5.1. What Alo should be doing
Since Alo is still in its infancy, it would be worthwhile to draw lessons from successful
cooperatives elsewhere and adapt them to plan for the future. There are cooperatives which have
been relatively successful in uplifting the conditions of women. Besides, the credit and savings
facilities and the awareness programmes, while trying to uplift the condition of women the
cooperatives have to facilitate remunerative work. The process can be divided into three phases:
1) Training
2) Production (Employment)
3) Selling
It is only when all three have been facilitated by the cooperative can any cooperative be successful
in uplifting the condition of women. Otherwise the credit need will not go beyond catering to only
consumption loans.
Rachel MacHenry did a field survey on credit cooperatives in Nepal. In her essay “Building Local
Strengths: Nepalese Fair trade Textiles”, she elaborates her study on credit cooperatives in Nepal.
The Association for Craft Production in Nepal (ACPN) stood out considering the fact that their
“production chain” seemed to be relatively well managed. This cooperative was catering to the
export of traditionally made crafts and textiles to western countries. This required specific skills
such as embroidery or block printing for which training would be provided by the cooperative.
Furthermore, other aspects of the production, such as quality control, co-ordination, distribution
were done by the ACPN, which had women representatives to manage these steps. Despite the fact
that the locations of women were spread out geographically, the women would deliver their
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produce to the cooperative, for which they would be paid immediately. The ACPN handled
marketing of these products as they were generally exported to western countries. In addition to
this, it had a wide array of other facilities such as saving and loan system, retirement funds, bonus
programme, girl child education fund, health services, peer counselling, legal counselling and a
fair-price shop.
It is evident from the above discussion that in addition to carefully handling the production process,
which includes training, production and marketing (distribution) of the final product, ACPN has
been giving other benefits which help in uplifting the condition of women and consequently
families of the women working with these cooperatives.
We take the example of Kudumbashree, a cooperative operating in Kerala which is aimed
specifically at uplifting the conditions of women, through training programmes, awareness
programmes (regarding social issues such as alcohol, immunization etc), providing basic
necessities such as water and sanitation, providing savings and credit institutions as well as
employment. In addition to having a very efficient savings mechanism, Kudumbashree has
established multiple sources ofself employment. These include Goat-Rabbit-Quail (GRQ) project,
Nutrimix, and Self Employment Programmes under the SwarnaJayanthiSahariRozgarYojana
(SJSRY), among others. Out of all these schemes, GRQ, whichis about rearing Goat, Rabbits and
Quails, is particularly interesting. The schemeis not very skill intensive and it caters to the huge
non-vegetarian market in Kerala. Clearly, all three steps of training, production and selling are
taken care of without any actual need for intensive training. The programme has been successful
in raising average family income of the participants.
The question that needs to answered is, to what extent has Alo cooperative been successful in
handling all the steps that are required to uplift the conditions of women in that region by giving
credit?
5.2. Alo and the lack of clarity on its vision
In the focused group discussions which had been organized, we came to understand certain things
about the nature of Alo and its functioning. Some of the responses made it clear that there was a
lack of clarity on its vision, when it came to the question of steps for development of the women,
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unlike the cooperatives briefly discussed above. When asked why women joined cooperatives, the
responses were:
1. Alo is the first mohilacredit cooperative society in South Dinajpur district as it is entirely
governed by women. Many of them seem to have been influenced by and excited about
such an all- women initiative.
2. As it conducts training in different fields only for women, the village women who are
basically homemakers enthusiastically participate in the programme.
3. After getting the training, women are able to make products for selling in market, can earn
by themselves and can be self-dependent.
4. Alo organises awareness programmes on health, education, literacy etc. Many women
take active participation in different meetings, discussions, programmes arranged by Alo
for well-being of the women and society.
5. This mohila credit cooperative provides opportunities to the poor village women to save
some part of their family earnings and also provides easy access to loan.
While Alo provides training in different fields for women and claims that this can help them make
and sell products, it has not been able to take adequate steps and initiatives to facilitate the selling
of these products. In such a case, any training provided, say, for jam making, would only be
restricted to domestic consumption and not for the economic well- being of women in general.
When asked about marketing and selling of their products in the FGD, the women admitted that
there is a serious problem regarding this. There seemed to be some effort given to market some of
the products, but it seemed futile. For instance, it was said that the products made at home were
being sold at a few stalls in a few festivals. This seemed to be a weak attempt to market products,
as these festivals happen seasonally whereas women would need employment throughout the year.
It was also worth noting that none of the ordinary members were responsive to this question and
only the board members attempted to answer this question. However, they did say that Alo had
applied for a Consumer Store, where the products made can be sold. But this has not been
sanctioned by the government as of now.
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During the course of the field survey, it was interesting to observe that a good number of women
did not know about the cooperatives they were members of. This was particularly worth noting
because had there been an activity using credit in order to generate income this would definitely
have not happened.
5.3. Some Recommendations for Alo
It is a possibility that our analysis is premature given the fact that Alo Cooperative was formed as
recently as January 2015. By this, we mean that Alo is still in the process of developing its vision
by executing a credit programme which is more effective. A one year period could be inadequate
in actually assessing the effectiveness of Alo in understanding the credit needs of women.
However, we do recognise problems and recommend the following to Alo cooperative.
1) More awareness about Alo and its purposes in the rural areas of Dakshin Dinajpur is
needed, as a lot of women are still not aware of the existence of Alo .
2) It would be good if Alo tried to speed up its effort to start a consumer store for the sale of
goods which Alo has facilitated to make (through training and credit)
3) Alo could communicate with different government departments which have a variety of
schemes specifically targeted to women and their well-being and facilitate income
generating activities with their help.
4) In our dataset, only 36 out of the 69 members took loan from Alo , and 19 of them took it
for productive purposes. This is low, given the vast numbers who either took loan for nonproductive purposes or are not members of Alo at all, among the women who were
surveyed. Therefore to make an impact, membership drive must be undertaken using
campaign mode, such as, declaring a day or a week as ‘women’s cooperative day/week’ to
publicise Alo among the women.
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Appendix A: Questionnaires
Household Questionnaire
Identification details
IDENTIFICATION

Questionnaire No.:

Panchayat : _______________________________
Village : _________________________________
Name of Head of Household:
Household No.: _______________________________

INTERVIEW DATE
DATE

MONTH
0

YEAR
2

2

0

A6. NAME OF THE INVESTIGATOR
__________________________________________

_________________________________________
SIGNATURE OF THE INVESTIGATOR
CONFIDENTIAL (for research purpose only)

1

6
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Namaskar,

My name is _______________________ and I am a student of Institute of Development

Studies Kolkata. We are conducting a survey to compare the socio-economic impact of Credit Cooperatives and Self
Help Groups in District - DakshinDinajpur,Block –

, Village - ________________,

Gram Panchayat - _____________________. We would appreciate if you kindly participate in this survey.
Whatever information you provide to us, including your name and identity, shall be strictly confidential and will be
used only for teaching and research purposes.
May I please begin the interview now?

CODES
1. Relation to head: Self - 1, Spouse of head - 2, Married child - 3, Spouse of married child - 4,
Unmarried child - 5, Grandchild - 6, Father/Mother/Father-in-law/Mother-in-law - 7,
Brother/Sister/Brother-in-law/Sister-in-law/Other relatives - 8, Servant/Employees, other nonrelatives – 9.
2. Marital status: Never married - 1, Currently married - 2, Widowed - 3, Divorced/Separated – 4.
3. Activity status: Unpaid family worker- 1, Self employed in agriculture- 2, Self employed in non
agriculture- 3, Casual labour in agriculture- 4, Casual labour in non agriculture- 5, Regular salaried
in agriculture- 6, Regular salaried in non agriculture- 7, Did not work but was seeking and/or
available for work- 8, Voluntary unemployment-10, Attended educational institution- 11.
4. Occupation Status: Principle (>6months)-1, Subsidiary (<6months)- 2.
5. Membership Status: None-0, Alo cooperative-1, Alo SHG-2, Non Alo SHGs-3.
Household details:
Whether the house is owned?
1
1)
Residential land area (in katha)
2

(No-0, Yes-

3
4

Type of house
(Kancha-1,Semi pucca-2, Pucca-3)
Roof type (Concrete-1, Asbestos-2, Tin-3, Straw-4, Tiles-5, Others-9)

5

Wall type

( Tin-1, Mud-2, Fence-3, Cement-4, Brick-5, Others-9)

6

Floor type

(Mud-1, Concrete-2, Tiles-3, Marbles-4, Others-9)

7

Number of rooms

8

Do you have separate room for kitchen?

9

If yes, where?

10

If no, where do you cook?

11
12

Do you have agricultural land?
Yes-1)
How much agricultural land (in katha)?

13

How much land is irrigated (in katha)?

(Less than 2-1, Equal to 2-2, More than 2- 3)
(No-0, Yes-1)
(Inside the house-1, Outside the house-2)
(Inside the house-1, outside the house-2)
(No-0,
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14

How much land is cultivated (by you/by other) (in katha)?

15

Among the cultivated land how much land is owned by you (in katha)?

Do you have the following?(No-0, Yes-1)

16A
16B

BPL Card
Antodaya Card

16C
16D

Job Card
RashtriyaShasthaBima Card

Asset/
amenities

Television

17H

Gas

17M

Plough

17R

Buffalo

17D

Electric
heater
Transistor

17I

Water Pump

17N

Cycle

17S

Hen

17J

Power tiller

17O

Motor cycle/
Scooter

17T

Duck

17E

Asset/
Amenities

17U

Major source of household income

17V

Major Source of household income
(Self employed in non- agriculture-1, Self employed in agriculture2, Wage paid manual labour-3, Wage paid non-manual labour-4)

18 Expenditure (in Rs.):
18A
18B
18C
18D
18E

Monthly (last 1 month)
Food
Fuel
Mobile bill
Transportation
Electricity

18F
18G
18H
18I
18J

Yearly (last 1 year)
Clothes
Health
Education
Stationeries
Recreation

18K
18L
18M
18N
18O

Occasionally(last 1 years)
House
making/repairing
Furniture
Religious rituals
Social occasions

How many?

Sl no.

17C

How many?

Asset/
Amenities

Cow
Goat

Code

Sl no.

17Q

How many?

Tractor
Animal drawn
Cart

17P

17L

Code

Mobile Phones
Sewing
Machine

17K

17G

Sl no.
17F

17B

Electricity
Electric
Fan

How many?

17A

Code

Asset/
Amenities

Assets holdings /amenities: (No-0, Yes-1)

Sl no.

17

Code

16
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19
20
20A
20B
20C
20D
21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
30A
30B

Did you have any savings in the last one year?
(No-0, Yes-1, don’t want to say-9)
If yes, where did you keep your all/major portion of your savings?(No-0, Yes-1)
Home
20E
Post office
Bank
20F
Chit funds
Cooperative banks
20G
SHG
Micro finance
20H
Others
Source of drinking water
(Pond-1, River-2, Covered Well-3, Uncovered well-4, Tubewell-5, Tap water from untreated
sources-6, Tap water from treated sources-7).
Whether the water is treated before drinking?
(No-0, Yes-1)
If yes, mention the type of treatment:
(Filtering with a cloth-1, Boiling-2, Fitkiring-3, using halogen tablet-4, Filtering with sand–5¸
Electric filtering-6)
Facility of Sanitation
(Open-1, Community toilet-2, Public toilet-3, Private toilet-4)
Condition of toilet(No latrine within premises-0, Night soil disposed into open drain-1,Pit
latrine-2, Service latrine-3, Connected pour flush latrine-4)
Drainage type(No drain-0, Open non cemented drain-1, Open cemented drain-2,
Covered cemented drain/underground-3, Others-9)
Types of primary fuel(Firewood-1, Cow dung cakes-2, Coal-3, Kerosene-4, Electricity-5,
Gas-6, Others-9)
Main source of lighting
(No lighting-0, Kerosene-1, Other oil-2, Electricity-3, Solar-4, Others-9)
Facility of Health service you avail(Primary health centre-1, Public Hospitals-2, Private Health
Centres-3, Quack Doctor- 4,Others-9)
Whether the last born child (6 months) was given the following vaccination :(No-0, Yes-1)
Polio(last 6 months)
30C Measles
DPT
30D BCG

Do you require any loan in last three years?
(No-0, Yes-1)
31
How much loan did you ask for?
32
col. 2 : Before January 2015( before ALO)-1, After January 2015 (after ALO)-2.
col. 4 : Credit agencies :
Government -01, Co-operative society/bank -02, Commercial bank including regional rural
bank -03, insurance -04, Provident fund –05, Financial corporation/institution–06, Financial
company—07, Other institutional agencies -08, , Agricultural money lender - 10, Professional
money lender –11, Trader -12, Relatives and friends -13, Doctors, lawyers and other professions
- 14, Landlord -15, Others- 09.
col 5 : Type of loans :
Short-term-pledged -1, Short term-non-pledged -2, Medium term -3, Long term -4.
col. 6 : Nature of interest:
Interest free -1, Simple -2, Compound -3, Concessional rate -4.
Col. 8 : Purpose of loan :
Consumption purpose-1, Investment-2, Occation-3, Calamities-4, Others-5.
Col 9: Repaying-1, Any default-2, Yes defaulted-21, No-22, Don’t know-23.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Remarks :
Specify Purpose

Questions for individuals:
Identification details
34 Respondent’s name
35 Serial No. B2 and B0 from household table
36 Membership****
Only
Cooperative—
Cooperative (A) SHG (B)
If 1, Specify
37 Name of the SHG
ALO SHG- 1, Non
If 2, Specify
ALOcooperative SHGIf 3, Specify
2,NLRM SHG-3.
Specify
38 Name of the cooperative
ALO-1, Non ALO-2.

Only SHG
(C)

None (D)

Follow the instructions:
Question no: 1 to 33 for household. Then comes individual questions 34 to 61. Now, ****if
(A) then go 82 – 93::::: If (B) then 62 - 77 & 82 to 93:::: If (C) then 62 – 77:::: If (D) then 78
– 81& 94 – 99.
Questions for all individuals.
39
Are you a member of any individual credit source?
(No-0, Yes-1)

33J Collateral (If any)
Specify...

33I Total amount
written off

33H Status of the loan
(Code. 9)

33G Purpose of loan
(Code col. 8)

33F Rate of Interest

33E Nature of interest
(Code col. 6)

33D Type of Loan
(Code col. 5)

33C Credit Agency
(Code col. 4)

33B Amount
Borrowed

33A Time of
Borrowing (year)
(Code 2)

How much did you get?

Serial no. of loan (start
with the most recent
one)

33
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39A

Specify

40

41

What is the most preferred source of talking loan?Banks-1, specify…....................................;
SHG-2, Credit cooperatives-3 specify….......................; Money lenders-4, Friends-5,
Relatives-6, Others-9, specify..........................
Why the source is most preferable?

41A

Specify

42

Do you have any individual earning?

42A

If yes specify

43

What is your approximate earning in last one year?

44

Have you attended any public/gramshabhameetings in last one year? (No-0, Yes-1)

44A

If yes then have you participated actively?

(No-0, Yes-1)

45 When decisions are being made regarding the following who generally takes all the
decisions?
45A The money you earn will be used
Self-1; Husband-2; Jointly-3; Other members of the family-9
45B Husband’s earning will be used
Self-1; Husband-2; Jointly-3; Other members of the family-9
45C Health care of yourself
Self-1; Husband-2; Jointly-3; Other members of the family-9
45D Major household purchases
Self-1; Husband-2; Jointly-3; Other members of the family-9
45E Visits to your family or relatives
Self-1; Husband-2; Jointly-3; Other members of the family-9

(No – 0, Yes – 1)

46 Are you allowed to go to the following places alone, only with someone else, or not at all?
( Alone-1; With someone else only-2; Not at all-3).
46A To the market
( Alone-1; With someone else only-2; Not at all-3).
46B To the health facility
( Alone-1; With someone else only-2; Not at all-3).
46C To places outside this village
47

Have you gone outside the village for last six months?(No-0, Yes-1)

47A If yes, specify
48

Do you go alone?(No-0, Yes-1)
If no then with whom,Husband-1, Male family members-2, Female family members-3,
SHG members-4, Friends-5, Realatives-6, Others-9,
48A Specify
49

Have you participated in any recreational activities in the last 6 months?(No-0, Yes-1)
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49A If yes then specify
50

Do you have to take someone with you?

(No-0, Yes-1)

50A If yes then who?
50B

If no then with whom,Husband-1, Male family members-2, Female family members-3,
SHG members-4, Friends-5, Realatives-6, Others-9.

51
51A
51B
51C
51D
51E
51F
51G
51H
52

Did you read/watched/ attended the following in the last one month/week?
Read a newspaper in the last one week
Listened to radio in the last one week
Watched news on television in the last one week
Read a magazine in the last one month
Read a book in the last one month
Attended lectures/discussions by government officials in the last one month
Attended lectures/discussions by NGOs in the last one month
Came across government pamphlets in the last one month
Do you know any child of school going age in your locality who is not going to school?
(No-0, Yes-1)

53
54

If yes, tell me something about that boy/ girl (if there is more than one boy/girl tell me
about the child whom you know better)…. (Girl - 1, Boy - 2)
According to you what could be the main reason for him/her not going to school?
Can’t afford-1, School far away-2, Do not want send girls to go to school-3, Children are
engaged in other activity-4.

54A Specify.
55
According to you what should be the ideal age for girls and boys to get married?
(<15--1, 15-18--2, >18—3).
55A Specify.
56

Do you think it is alright for girls to get married before they become 18 years old?
No-0, Yes-1, Don’t know-9.
56A If no, then according to you, why are people doing this?
57
58
59
60

Have you heard about human trafficking in your village?
No-0, Yes-1, Don’t know-9.
Do you usually hear about incidence of domestic violence in your village?
No-0, Yes-1, Don’t know-9.
Women can get share of the ancestral property as per the current law?
No-0, Yes-1, Don’t know-9.
Have you ever heard that children under 14 years can get free education facility by
the government?
No-0, Yes-1, Don’t know-9.
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61

Can you name three schemes of local/state government?

Questions for SHG members:
62
How long you are member of SHG?
More than six months-1, Six months-2, Less than six months-3.
63

Tell me the main reason behind joining SHG.

64

Are you satisfied with the functioning of the group?
Very satisfied-1, Satisfied-2, Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied-3, Somewhat
dissatisfied-4, Very dissatisfied-5Specify
Whether you have taken any loan from SHG in last one year?
No-0, Yes-1.

65
66

If yes the how often,
Monthly-1, Quarterly-2, Half yearly-3, Yearly-4, Others-9.
66A Specify
67

How many times you have taken loan from SHG within last one year?
Once -1, Twice -2, More than twice -3
67A Specify
68

For which purposes you utilized the largest loan ( from SHG) with in last year?
Marriage -1,Construction or renovation of house -2, Agricultural purposes -3,
Education of children -4, Health related issues -5, Others -9.
68A Specify
69

Whether you have received any training from in last one year or not?
No-0, Yes-1,

69A Specify the training
70
71

If yes Training agency,
SHG -1, Cooperative -2, Government -3, Others –9. Specify
Has your joining SHG has helped you to increase your income?
No - 0, Yes - 1, Not sure - 9

71A If yes then specify
72

Was your father/husband supportive of you joining SHG?
No - 0, Yes - 1, Initially hesitated but later okay with it - 9 .

73

Were your in-laws supportive of you joining SHG?
No - 0, Yes - 1, Initially hesitated but later okay with it - 9 .

74

What are your responsibilities in SHG group?
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75

What is your current position?

76

What is your assessment about your current leader?
Very good -1, Good - 2, Neutral - 3, Bad - 4, Very bad -5.

77 Did you ever hold any of the following responsibilities?
Position
How long member of SHG
1. Sabhanetri
2. Sampadika
3. Sahasampadika
4. Accountant

How long held responsibility

Questions for non-SHG individuals:
Has anyone ever approached you to join SHG ?No - 0, Yes - 1.
78
79

If yes then who?
Friends - 1, Neighbours - 2, Government officer - 3, NGO members - 4, Someone
from SHG - 5, Someone from family - 6, specify relation…………………………….,
Others - 9.
79A Specify
80

What was the reason for which you did not choose to join SHG?
One needs political support to be part of SHG - 1, Groups are associated with -2,
Particular caste, There is no benefit of being SHG member - 3, Do not like to
work with a group - 4, Family did not allow to work in SHG - 5, Others – 9.
80A Specify
81

Would you like to join any SHG in the future?
No - 0, Yes - 1;Don’t know/have not decided – 3.

Questions for members of the cooperatives:
Name of the cooperative. ALO - 1, Non ALO -2.
82
82A Specify
83

Since when you are a member of that cooperative?
More than Six months – 1, Six months – 2,Less than Six months - 3.
83A Specify
84
85
86

What kind of member are you?
[Individual –1, Through SHG—2]
From where did you get to know about the cooperative?[Relatives – 1, Friends -2,
Neighbours -3, Awareness programs -4, SHG's -5, Media -6, Others- 9]
What are the reasons for joining the cooperatives?[Non-availability of credit -1,
Easy access of credit from cooperatives -2, Lower Interest Rates -3, Peer pressure -4,
Comfortable with cooperative function -5, By knowing success of other cooperatives 6, Others– 9.
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87

88

89

Which kind of post do you hold? [Board member of co-op -1, Office worker/
employee of co-op -2, Managing committee member of SHG -3, Part of the SHGs
which is member of co-op -4, Cooperative member -5, Others -9]
How do you come to know about the cooperative activities?[From other members 1, Cooperative inform individually -2, From pamphlet -3, Others -4]
Specify
Is the functioning of cooperative easily understandable?No -0Yes -1,

89A If NothenSpecify
90

If there is any difficult functioning which is not understandable by you then is
cooperative takes any steps?( No – 0, Yes – 1)
90A Specify
91

Do you have any suggestions to improve the services of the cooperative? Loan
lending criteria -1, Interest rates -2, Training facilities -3, Others -9

92

Had there been any training programs arranged? If yes, then what kind of
programs are they? Educational -1, Vocational -2, Management -3,Others -9

Question for Non- members of cooperatives

93
94
95

Do you know about the cooperative?
Specify which cooperative

(No-0, Yes-1)

Do you personally know any of the cooperative members? (No-0, Yes-1)
If yes then who?
Did anyone ever approach you to join the cooperative?

(No-0, Yes-1)

If yes, who?
Friend - 1, Neighbour Someone from family - 2, Specify relation……,
Government officer,NGO members - 3, Some unknown SHG member from other
village 4. Others - 9,
96A Specify

96

97
98
98A

Why did not you join the cooperative?
Lack of awareness -1, Not interested -2, Do not require cooperative facilities -3,
Not allowed to join -4,why……………………………………………………Others -9
Would you want to join the cooperative in the future?
Specify

[No - 0, Yes- 1]
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Appendix B: Summary of Focus Group Discussion

As a part of the field survey in Balurghat, a focus group discussion was arranged with the
members of Alo Mohila Cooperative Credit Society on 14th February, 2016 in Buniadpur village.
Around twenty ordinary Alo members from different villages, mainly from different Self Help
Groups, and three board members took part in the focus group discussion. The discussion lasted
approximately two hours.
The FGD was assembled to determine women’s access to credit and its impact, specially focused
on ‘Alo Mahila Cooperative Credit Society’ in Banshihari development block. The discussion
was designed to gather information from the members with regard to the following outcomes:
a. Reasons behind to start/join or take active participation in a credit society.
b. To know about the activities of ‘Alo’.
c. Women perception about access to credit and its benefits.
d. To understand the impact of such Mahila Cooperatives on women empowerment.

In this regard the following questions were asked to understand their perceptions.
1. Why do they join Alo instead of other SHGs or Mahila cooperatives?
The members offered a number of reasons for their decision to join Alo.


Alo is the first mahila credit cooperative society in South Dinajpur district. It is
administered only by women. So, many of them are influenced by such an
initiative.



As it conducts training in different fields only for women, the village women
who are homemakers enthusiastically participate in the programme.



After receiving the training, women are able to make products for selling in
market, can earn by themselves and can be self-dependent.
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Alo organizes awareness programmes on health, education, literacy etc. Many
women actively participate in different meetings, discussions, and programmes
arranged by Alo for well being of the society.



This credit cooperative gives opportunities to the poor village women to save
some part of their family earnings and also provides easy access to credit.

2.

Does everyone know about Alo here?
One of the board members replied that approximately 90% people from nearby villages
knew about Alo. As there were many SHGs already working before the formation of Alo,
it was easier for the women to understand the basic functioning of SHGs. In this short
time Alo is doing a lot for gathering more members.

3. What do they know about Credit cooperatives? /
Do they know the difference between Mini Bank and Credit Cooperatives?

Most of the ordinary members did not have any clear idea about this. So, board
members answered the questions. Four ordinary members in the group used
to be members of Mini Bank. One of them said,” Mini Bank does not provide us any
training facilities like Alo. We are benefited more after joining Alo. “

4. Can every one of the Alo members participate in the training programme?


Every member could not participate in the training programme.



Twenty members are selected from all the Self Help Groups under Alo for a
particular training programme.



Two members from each SHG are the representatives of their group.



They are selected on the basis of their need and skill. Board members and the
leaders of SHGs mutually decide them during the meetings.



After the learning process it is the duty of those two members to teach the other
members of their own SHGs.
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5.

Who decides what kind of training should be given?
One of the board members said that this is decided only by the managing
committee of Alo, not by any SHGs. But if any member of any SHG has a
particular demand about these programs she can put it before the management.

6.

What are the pre-production assistances given by Alo?
For pre-production, assistances only given as loan amount and any group can take
loans for the purpose of buying raw materials.

7.

Do they face any kind of problem regarding post-production marketing issues?


Many of them agreed that there is considerable amount of problem in marketing
the products and some of them pointed out how Alo tries to deal with this
problem.



Mainly some SHGs group leaders and two or three board-members present in the
FGD informed that in every year stalls are put up in fairs (Uttar Banga Utsab) and
festivals (at least two or three in a year) in the name of Alo where they sell their
brand products.



They also said that only four SHGs out of twenty SHGs were able to start their
own production and sell them in the stalls but not all.



A noticeable point in this discussion was that no ordinary member was able to
answer particular questions. It was also said that Alo management recently applied
for a ‘Consumer Store’ where their products can be sold by the SHGs but this is
still in the process of sanctioning by the government.

8.

Loan lending criteria:


Loan leading criteria is totally different for individual Alo members and Alo-SHG
members



For individual Alo membersMaximum loan amount is not excluded 30000. Also for sanction of the loan
guarantor’s signature is mandatory for loan repaying responsibility. Guarantors
are needed only for individual members of Alo. Guarantors are generally
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husbands of members. If someone does not have husband, then any Alo member
can be a guarantor.
If loan amount is less than Rs 5000 - one guarantor is required. If loan amount is
more than 5000 – two guarantors are required and if loan amount is above 20000
– four guarantors are required.


For any SHG6 months membership is mandatory to get any loan from Alo. But this condition
is not applicable to individual members. SHG groups can take loan on the basis of
their deposited amount. They only take double of their deposited amount as a
loan.


9.

So far 42 individuals and four SHGs have been given loans.

For what purposes SHG members usually take loans?
Ordinary members of Alo pointed out during FGD that most of the loans are
taken for only business of their husbands but for other purposes also Alo gives
them loan (like repairing of house).

10.

On what basis is loan issued?


Keeping in mind the need of the members seeking loan, a meeting is organized
every 15 days to decide who should be given loan.



They have a ‘loan uposomiti’,where it is decided to whom the loans will be given
.



Alo keeps all its deposits in a mother bank. 70% of the total amount is kept
reserved and 30% is used for issuing loans.

11.

What is the interest rate of loan?


Alo issues loans to SHGs at 11% rate of interest. If loan is repaid on time,
cooperative bank returns 9%. So, effective interest rate is actually 2%.



But in case of individual members the rate of interest is 13%.
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12.

What Alo does to bring awareness among people about its working?


Campaigning is conducted in different villages. Till now Alo has covered most of
Doulatpur and Buniadpur village, but they haven’t yet covered the villages like
Shayestabaad and Gouripara.



One board member along with Alo staff visits villages. They first inform the
familiar and known people and through them they inform the other villagers.



If they are interested meetings and discussions are organized for Alo related
awareness among the people. In the meetings first they clear all the queries and
then give memberships.



Alo taught many people how to sign, and explained the functioning of
cooperatives and SHGs to them.



Other cooperatives help them a lot if they are already working in those areas. If
any group of women wants to form a Self Help Group, Alo board members help
them to form it.

Notes:
 In FGD all present members were from Alo SHGs, no ‘only individual’ member
was there. Proportionately SHG group leaders were in large numbers than
ordinary members. There were some board members of Alo also.
 All members of FGD were chosen by Alo managing committee.
 Most of the answers were given by the group leaders and board members.
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Appendix C: Alo’s Existing Interest Rates


TABLE -1: Revised rate of interest on deposit with effect from 01/12/15
Existing Rate
SL NO

Tenure

Revised rate

For

Senior

General

Citizen

For General

Senior
Citizen

1

07-14 days

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

2

15-29 days

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

3

30-45 days

5.25

5.25

5.25

5.25

4

46-95 days

7.00

7.00

6.50

6.50

5

91-180 days

7.50

7.75

7.50

7.50

6

181-364 days

8.25

8.75

7.50

7.50

7

1 year

9.05

9.50

7.85

8.35

8

Above 1 year 9.05

9.55

7.80

8.30

to less than 3
9

3 year to 5 year 9.05

9.55

7.80

8.30

10

5 year to 10 9.00

9.50

7.80

8.30

year



SL
No
1
2
3
4

TABLE-2: Special scheme interest rates with effect from 01/12/15
Tenure
For MIS Individual
up to 3 years
For MIS Individual
up to 3 to 5 years
For QIS Individual
up to 3 years
For QIS Individual
up to 3 to 5 years

Existing Rate
For General Senior
Citizen
9.05
9.65

Revised Rate
For General Senior
Citizen
7.75
8.25

9.15

9.75

7.70

8.20

9.05

9.65

7.75

8.25

9.15

9.75

7.70

8.20

